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Create compelling graphics and vector animations for print and the Web using  CorelDRAW 12. Inside this Corel-approved guide, expert author Steve Bain teaches  you how to take full advantage of all the unique features this powerful  application has to offer. You’ll learn to draw shapes, work with text, add color  and effects, create animations, and much more. Featuring hundreds of tips,  techniques, and shortcuts, plus a full-color section showcasing the  extraordinary results of various effects, this is a must-read resource for  anyone wanting to create stunning artwork with CorelDRAW 12.

	Learn to use all the new and re-engineered features in CorelDRAW 12  
	Master the latest drawing tools like the Smart Drawing Tool and the Virtual  Segment Delete Tool  
	Use object tools to create shapes, draw lines and paths, and arrange objects   
	Take advantage of the new Dynamic Guides and Object Snap Modes  
	Produce dazzling vector effects—distortions, contours, blends, transparency,  drop shadows, and more  
	Create 3D effects by adding perspective and extruding vector objects  
	Discover all the bitmap filter commands and master print engine functions  
	Create flawless Web and print graphics, HTML pages, rollovers, and Corel  R.A.V.E. animations  
	Boost your efficiency with styles, workspace customization, and VBA  scripting  
	Learn all the program shortcuts using an 8-page special guide 
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XSLT CookbookO'Reilly, 2002
The XSLT Cookbook is a collection of hundreds of solutions to problems that Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) developers regularly face.  The recipes range from simple string-manipulation and mathematical processing to more complex topics like extending XSLT, testing and debugging XSLT...
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Cellular Computing (Genomics and Bioinformatics)Oxford University Press, 2004
The field of cellular computing is a novel and exciting development at the intersection of biology, computer science, mathematics, and engineering. Practitioners in this emerging discipline are concerned with the analysis, modeling, and engineering of inter- and intra-cellular processes for the purposes of computation. Developments in the field...
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High Performance Heterogeneous Computing (Wiley Series on Parallel and Distributed Computing)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
An analytical overview of the state of the art, open problems, and future trends in heterogeneous parallel and distributed computing
    This book provides an overview of the ongoing academic research, development, and uses of heterogeneous parallel and distributed computing in the context of scientific computing. Presenting the state of the...
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Sams Teach Yourself Visual Basic 2005 in 24 Hours, Complete Starter KitSams Publishing, 2006
Sams Teach Yourself Visual Basic 2005 in 24 Hours, Complete Starter Kit provides you with 24 structured lessons with step-by-step guidance to real-world programming tasks for developing Windows applications. Each chapter includes practice exercises, tips, notes, and cautions, providing easy-to-understand advice on how to start programming...
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RESPONSIBLE RESPONSIVE DESIGNBook Apart, 2014

	Contents: - Responsible Design - Sustainable Detection - Planning for Performance - Delivering Responsibly. "Responsive design has immeasurably improved multi-device, multi-browser visual layout-but it's only the first step in building responsively. Learn how to turn a critical eye on your designs as you develop for new contexts...
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Complex Networks and Their Applications VII: Volume 1 Proceedings The 7th International Conference on Complex Networks and Their Applications COMPLEX ... 2018 (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2018

	This book highlights cutting-edge research in the field of network science, offering scientists, researchers, students and practitioners a unique update on the latest advances in theory, together with a wealth of applications. It presents the peer-reviewed proceedings of the VII International Conference on Complex Networks and their Applications...
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